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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gillian Mackenzie i ..................... Co-de-~,- ..................... i 
L ........................................................... 

25 June 2012 19:58 

’ N.La kha n::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
FW: Medical Experts Opinion 

Pity he des not spend time on a commitment made three years ago - what this means is anyone’s guess. Ferner was 

suggested 6 weeks ago and JW has only just been in contact - still no explanation re. the Forrest chaos - Gillian PS I 

would not be surprised ifJW did nothing after his meeting on the 10 January with Forrest. I will be in London again 

on 12 July. 

From: White, John [ ......................... -Cocl-eA ......................... i 
Sent: 21 June 2012LI2-I~4 
To: Gillian Mackenzie 

Subject: RE: Medical Experts Opinion 

Hi~ 

Thanks for the update. Sounds a stressful mission to the Marsden. 

I am in discussions with Prof Ferner. Still no news from Forrest so I am working up an alternative plan. 

Sorry have been out so much lately. Bit of a run of external commitments. 

Best wishes 

John 

John C White 
Partner 
Clinical Negligence Department 

i .................................................................................................................................................................................... , 

New Kings Court, Tollgate, Chandler’s Ford, Eastleigh, Hampshire SO53 3LG ¯ T: +44 (0) 23 8090 8090 . DX 155850 

i::.ii:!::ii!:iiiiiiiiiiii:i’.iiii!i: " ;: Eastleigh7 ¯ www.bllaw.co.uk 

]::NVESTORSI ,~::::i:;!::i i ~ ~.L!~!:"!31~!) ..~. 
iN P’kOPL~ ’i,:::!!i!;:!!: !il ii.:i:~i:’::, ii :}: :1i [~::Ji::[ ~:~::~.~’~:: Please consider the environment-think before you print :::::::::::::::::::::::: :::... :; :: :-... 

From: Gillian Mackenzie i ............................ C-od-eh. .......................... ] 
L ....................................................................... i 

Sent= 21 June 2012 10:33 

To: White, John 
Subject= Medical Experts Opinion 

I was up at the Royal Marsden yesterday which is always nerve-racking and then on return home the railway signals 

went berserk so did not get back to Eastbourne until 9.30pm having caught the 8.18am. Why did you contact Dr. 

Fertleman who deals with rehabilitation of hip fractures and only now 5-6 weeks later have written to the two 

names given to you on 10th. May by Professor Forrest - one of which Prof. Ferner has written expert medical 

opinions and appeared in Court in cases dealing with toxicology and poisoning in relation to Doctors. As far back as 

2006 is mentioned in media releases by the Royal Society of Medicine regarding the number of Doctors charged 
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with manslaughter rising in the UK. Dr. Peter Kroker at the Chelsea and Westminster Hospital deals with falls 

assessment, congestive cardiac failure clinic for elderly patients, post-operative assessments for elderly orthopaedic 

patients and Old Age general medicine clinic. His services are based in a Medical Day Centre for 4 day - case beds 

and 6 consulting rooms - hardly on a par with Professor Robin Ferner. 

Time is getting short for a medical expert opinion and briefing for Tooks - I am becoming more and more concerned 

as no doubt you are. Letters and e mails may be appropriate but the good old fashioned telephone still works if you 

want an answer to ascertain the situation. May I suggest you telephone Prof. Ferner. I shall be back up in London at 

the Chelsea and Westminster for a day next week and again the 12 July. In the meantime waiting for the latest 

results from the Marsden is not helping my equilibrium. 

You seem to be out of the office a lot - I hope the other cases are going well, presumably compensation 

cases. Hope you can get this expert matter sorted out in the near future or I shall be "working" on some aspect 

of the Richards case until my dying day. Gillian 
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